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Introduction
It’s 1953. Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin’s health has been deteriorating for

some months now, and the complicated, interwoven lines of party

secession haven’t gotten any clearer. On March 5th, Stalin is pronounced

dead, making way for chaos as the highest-ranking members of the Soviet

bureaucracy scramble for power. A Presidium meeting has been called

immediately, and the delegates all wish to prove themselves the most

worthy successor to the Premiership.

The Events Leading up to Stalin’s Death
Stalin was the leader of the USSR from the death of Vladimir Lenin in 1924

until his own death in 1953. After the death of Lenin, Stalin had to

outmaneuver many of his political opponents, notably Leon Trotsky, to

assume power of the Communist Party. Stalin ruled with an iron fist. His

government committed many atrocities in the gulag system against

political prisoners. In the 1930s, he instituted the Great Purge, a process



intended to rid the Party of those he viewed as threatening and erase the

existence of these people from historical records. During World War II,

Stalin joined the Allied forces and played a major role in the defeat of the

Axis. This served to strengthen his power not only in the eyes of the Soviet

population but also abroad. The end of the war also launched an ideological

conflict, the Cold War, with the West, which would come to dominate

Soviet policy for the rest of the USSR’s existence. In the early 1950s,

tensions with the United States and its allies were as high as they had been

since the end of World War II, especially due to the current proxy war in

Korea. Stalin was 73 in 1953, and his health had been poor since 1945, when

he suffered what was likely either a heart attack or a series of strokes. He

was also notably very paranoid in his later years, constantly afraid of those

close to him plotting against him. Several members of his inner circle were

ostracized or disappeared altogether. In October 1952, Stalin summoned the

Nineteenth Communist Party Congress, the first in over a decade. While

many expected the Congress to clear up the lines of party succession, it did

just the opposite. In his shocking final speech at the Congress, Stalin

promoted the enlargement of the Central Committee, the promotion of

“younger and more qualified, energetic comrades” into powerful

positions, and the removal of the once esteemed “old Bolsheviks” into

new, smaller roles. This was possibly to discourage assassinations of

Stalin. It served to increase tensions between all of Stalin’s likely

successors, tensions that would cause chaos in the months to come.

Stalin’s Inner Circle
Stalin was increasingly paranoid in his later years, and this is reflected in

how little people he trusted at the time. He had myriad confidants arrested,

even doctors that had cared for him for years. Important figures in his

entourage disappeared. Harrison E. Salisbury, the New York Times

http://soviethistory.msu.edu/1954-2/succession-to-stalin/succession-to-stalin-texts/stalin-on-enlarging-the-central-committee/


correspondent in the USSR at the time, wrote in his memoir that “[Stalin’s]

personal bodyguard, Gen. Nikolai Vlasik, [...] his ghastly personal secretary,

Aleksandr Poskrebyshev, [... and] The commandant of the Kremlin'' were

amongst those who were arrested or eliminated in Stalin’s last couple of

years. Most accounts report that his closest inner circle consisted of only

four men when he died: Georgi Malenkov, Nikita Khrushchev, Lavrenti

Beria, and Nikolai Bulganin. Khrushchev’s memoirs detail Stalin’s final

days, and he reminisces that Stalin would regularly call the four men

together for movie nights, dinners, and drinks. Khrushchev also noted that

Stalin made it very clear that each of the four was replaceable, and the

meetings appeared to be a way for Stalin to keep an eye on his confidants.

Stalin’s Death
On the night of Sunday, March 1st, Stalin’s closest quartet was expecting to

be called by Stalin to the Blizhniy Dacha, a common meeting location.

However, Stalin never called. Instead, Soviet guards called the four men to

the Dacha, concerned that he had never called for his dinner. When the

guards finally entered Stalin’s quarters, Khrushchev wrote that Stalin was

found intoxicated and in an “unusual kind of sleep.” Doctors were called,

who found him semiparalyzed after suffering a stroke. Stalin’s children

were called in, and they stayed with him until he was pronounced dead on

the 5th of March. These few days have become the subject of great

speculation, as many people wonder if the quartet was involved with a plot

to take advantage of his poor health and drunken state and accelerate

Stalin’s death. When Stalin was pronounced dead, broadcasts all across the

Soviet Union proclaimed the loss, and those in the tangle of succession

scrambled to make an impact on the future of the USSR. Access to Moscow

was restricted, and control of the city fell to security forces who prevented

https://www.nytimes.com/1983/04/17/magazine/the-days-of-stalin-s-death.html


citizens from attending the funeral. Three men would be chosen to speak at

the burial- Malenkov, Beria, and Molotov.

The Successors
Everything that happens after March 5th, 1953 has not yet occurred at the

time of this Crisis Committee. This is a Historical Crisis, meaning that any

events after the freeze date may or may not occur according to the actions

of the delegates during committee. In reality, Georgi Malenkov would be

appointed to the position of Premier on the 6th of March, 1953. Malenkov

appeared to have a possible progressive agenda. However, in the first two

weeks of his leadership, opponent Nikita Khrushchev had already formed a

political and military coalition against Malenkov and been named First

Secretary of the Communist party. First Secretary was a position formerly

known as General Secretary that had been abolished at the Nineteenth

Party Congress the previous October and reestablished by Khrushchev to

essentially minimize the powers of Malenkov as Premier. In 1955, Malenkov

would be voted out of the Premiership and replaced by Nikolai Bulganin, a

supporter and close associate of Khrushchev. In 1958, Bulganin would also

be removed from his office because of his betrayal and attempt to oust

Khrushchev. At that time, Khrushchev would finally be named official

Premier of the Soviet Union until 1964.

The Current State of Crisis
It’s March 5th, 1953. Stalin has just been pronounced dead, and it is unclear

who will be named the Premier of the Soviet Union. Speculations are in the

air about the mysterious circumstances of Stalin’s death. Several players

have the chance to gain a lot from the death of the USSR’s beloved leader. A

committee has been called with several members of the 19th Communist

Congress to determine the correct course of action.



Roles - Members of the 19th Congress
Nikita Khrushchev - First Secretary of the Moscow City Communist Party A

humble man of working-class Ukrainian roots and one of Stalin’s closest

companions and most loyal followers near the years of his death. One of

the few original Bolsheviks to survive Stalin’s Purge in the 1930s.

Khrushchev was one of the first to discover Stalin died, and he wrote

extensively about it in his memoirs. Pro “DeStalinization.” Not considered

one of the most likely heirs to the premiership, but perhaps greatly

underestimated. Has an extensive network of connections in the Party.

Georgi Malenkov - Second Secretary of the Communist Party One of Stalin’s

closest companions and the second-in-command in the newly expanded

Soviet Secretariat. Widely considered to be the logical successor to Joseph

Stalin. Malenkov was considered to be slightly progressive, but was anti

“DeStalinization.” The first to call Stalin’s other confidants when he was

found in an ill state.

Lavrentiy Beria - Chief of Secret Police One of the most powerful military

and political figures in the USSR and one of Stalin’s closest companions.

Beria orchestrated several massacres and genocidal acts during World War II

and oversaw the Soviet atomic bomb project. Another figure considered to

be in the running for the Premiership.

Nikolai Bulganin - First Deputy Premier of the USSR One of two First Deputy

Premiers. Former Minister of the Armed Forces. One of Stalin’s closest

companions and also a close associate of Khruschev. Bulganin has a lot of

military expertise and experience from years of commanding Soviet armed

forces.



Vyacheslav Molotov - First Deputy Premier of the USSR One of two First

Deputy Premiers. Former Minister of Foreign Affairs and previous deputy

head of government of the USSR. Considered Stalin’s second-in-command

during the 1930s and 1940s until a falling-out in 1949. As a result, Molotov’s

wife was arrested and Molotov was removed from the position of Foreign

Minister. Likely marked as a future target before Stalin passed away. Not

permitted into the presence of the dying Stalin.

Georgy Zhukov - Marshal of the Red Army A former close associate of

Stalin’s. Zhukov was stripped of several of his military and political ranks,

such as Military Governor of Soviet Germany, shortly after World War II due

to his popularity and success, which caused Stalin to view him as a threat.

Extremely experienced and skilled militarily. Also a close associate of

Khruschev.

Klimint Voroshilov - Marshal of the Red Army A marshal who was blamed

by Stalin for a large number of Soviet casualties in Finland early in World

War II. In turn, he blamed Stalin for the failed campaign. Was replaced at

his post by Zhukov in 1941, and now has bad blood with both Zhukov and

Stalin.

Mikhail Suslov - Head of the Propaganda Department Former protogé of

Stalin. Speculated to have been named as the “secret heir” by Stalin.

Heavily involved in propagandizing the Cult of Personality. Supporter of

inner-party democracy and opposer of one-man rule. Considered one of the

party’s chief ideologues.



Semyon Ignatiev - Minister of State Security Head of security in the USSR

and a major instrument in “purging” the security apparatus. Responsible

for the disappearances of thousands of officers. Heavily involved in issues

of intelligence, counterintelligence, and secret police.

Lazar Kaganovich - Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers One of the

central organizers of the Great Purge and the Holodomor. An extremely

devoted Stalinist who opposes too much progressive change and the idea of

“DeStalinization.” Nicknamed “Iron Lazar” for his ruthlessness.

Anastas Mikoyan - Former Minister of Foreign Trade - 11 year Minister of

Trade until he fell out of Stalin’s favor in 1949. Known for strong

negotiation, business, and diplomatic skills. Also an associate of

Khruschev and pro “DeStalinization.” Likely marked as a target before

Stalin’s death.

Panteleimon Ponomarenko - Minister of Procurement Head of grain and

wheat agriculture and former leader of Belarus. Accused of endorsing and

creating an environment of self-worship, honor, praise, and flattery

around himself after World War II.

Maksim Saburov - Chairman of State Planning Committee (“Gosplan”) -

Plays a central role in economic planning. Helped formulate and preside

over the Fifth Five-Year Plan. Anti-progressive and anti “DeStalinization.”

Averky Aristov - Diplomat and Secretary Experienced diplomat with a

background in engineering. Would later go on to become ambassador to

numerous European countries.



Demian Korotchenko - Head of Ukrainian Government A Bolshevik of

humble means who serves as today’s equivalent of Ukrainian prime

minister. He was described by a biographer as a “classic yes-man” who was

oftentimes silent and agreeable in the Politburo.

Dmitry Chesnokov - Head of Philosophy and History Department A former

philosophy and history professor who Stalin predicted to be a future major

ideologue in the party. Extremely involved in the USSR’s education system.

Leonid Melnikov - First Secretary of Ukrainian Communist Party - Highly

awarded and commended by Stalin, a major proponent of Soviet rule over

non-Russian states.

Matvei Shkiryatov - Head of the Central Control Commission - A member of

the party since the days of Lenin. Head of the state discipline and

regulatory committee that regulates punishments for party members and

expulsions from the party.

Mikhail Pervukhin - Minister of Chemical Industry - Head of the chemical

industry that controls and regulates Soviet usages of natural materials and

resources. Hand picked for the job by Stalin.

Nikolai Mikhailov - First Secretary of the Komsomol - The Komsomol is

commonly known as the youth division of the Communist Party in the

USSR. Mikhailov directs the entire work of the Komsomol and represents

the organization in the Politburo.



Nikolai Shvernik - Chairman of the Supreme Soviet - The titular Soviet

head of state, but with very little power compared to Stalin and many

others due to his mostly ceremonial role.

Otto Kuusinen - Chairman of the Soviet of the Karelo-Finnish SSR - A

former Finnish citizen who defected to the USSR. One of the only Finnish

communist leaders not to be purged, due to his compliance with the puppet

regime of Karelo-Finnish SSR.

Vasili Kuznetsov - Head of Trade Unions US-educated diplomat and trade

expert. An experienced foreign-affairs master and long-time state

department worker.

Vasily Andrianov - First Secretary of the Leningrad Regional Communist

Party - Former army member and current head of the Party in the second

largest city in the USSR.

Vyacheslav Malyshev - Minister of New Technology - Longtime military

engineer and nicknamed  “Prince of Tankograd” for the progress he made in

engineering and technology. A favorite of Stalin’s and frequently called

upon for counsel on military affairs and sciences.

Questions to Consider
1. How did my character get along with Stalin? Was their relationship

symbiotic? Were they enemies?

2. What are the governmental, cultural, and military powers of my

character?

3. Who are my character’s closest confidants?



4. Where does my character fall ideologically? Do they believe in

one-man rule or do they support an oligarchy of sorts?

5. What did my character have to lose or gain from Stalin’s death? Does

my character believe that other individuals were involved in the

death?

6. How can I influence the committee for not only myself, but for the

good of the party and the country as a whole?

Directives and Crisis Committee
This committee is a crisis committee. Delegates can submit two kinds of

directives: Public and Non-public. When a delegate submits a public

directive, it will be reviewed by the Crisis Staff. If the Crisis Staff

determines that it has enough support, takes prominent enough effect, and

is ultimately conducive to committee, the delegate will be notified that it

is ready to be introduced. The committee will discuss the directive and then

vote on whether to enact the directive or not. When a delegate submits a

Non-Public directive, the crisis staff reviews the actions that the delegate

takes, and decides if the delegate is allowed to take this action. If so, the

crisis staff will determine the outcomes of the delegate’s action and

whether that information is covert (known only to the delegate) or overt

(known to the whole committee).
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